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With two huge slabs of Calacatta Oro marble as a
main feature, this luxurious entertainer’s kitchen
wowed the judges, who announced it the winner of
the Kitchen Design category.

Kitch Design Consultancy designer Fiona
Bartucciotto said the clients had an extensive brief
that requested a main kitchen as well as a prep
kitchen with built-in barbecue, pizza oven,
dishwasher and wine fridge, and a scullery. 

The kitchen also needed to be contemporary yet
classic and to flow seamlessly into the adjoining
dining and sitting rooms.

The judges praised Ms Bartucciotto’s design for
its innovation and flair.

“The design has clever use of room zoning to
create a homely yet highly workable space,” they
said. 
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Luxurious entertainer
■ Maya Anderson
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Connected to the indoor kitchen via a full-length
servery window, this outdoor kitchen is very
functional, according the judges. Part of a Tuart Hill
home by Inspired Homes, the outdoor kitchen
incorporates a barbecue and wok burner flanked by
benchtops that match those inside the home.

Soft-close drawers and doors, a round sink and a
two-door bar fridge complete the space, which the
judges described as a “great entertaining area”.

“It has been finished to good level and displays
quality workmanship,” they added.
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Outside matches inside
■ Gemma Nisbet

Inspired by painter Piet Mondrian, this kitchen by Franke
Cabinets was praised by the judges as being “a wonderful
interpretation of art”. The space, which is less than 30sqm in
size, had to accommodate not just a kitchen, but also a laundry,

pantry, scullery, storage, office and breakfast area for a family of five.
While ambitious, this brief has been realised with considerable

success, with the judges awarding the project the Most Innovative
Use of Laminate title.

“This incredibly complex cabinet design is a beautiful example of
what can happen when there is a close relationship between
cabinetmaker and client,” they commented.

“There has clearly been a lot of thought put into this cabinet
design.”

The planning and design of the space, which uses a bold
black-and-white colour scheme to great effect, were “meticulous . . .
and beautifully executed”, the judges said.

“The construction quality is second to none,” they added. 
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The space includes a kitchen, laundry, scullery, office and breakfast area. 

Borrowing artistic ideas
■ Gemma Nisbet


